
RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 1

Match Vs

Club’s Level Competition

Date of Match Match Venue

RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM

Particulars of Offence

Player’s Surname Date of Birth

Forename(s) Plea Admitted Not Admitted

Club name RFU ID No.

Type of Offence

Law 9 Offence

Sanction

Hearing Details

Hearing Date Hearing venue

Chairmen/SJO Panel Member 1

Panel Member 2 Panel Secretary

Appearance Player Yes No Appearance Club Yes No

Player’s Representative(s): Other attendees:

Forename(s) Plea

List of documents/materials provided to player in advance of hearing:

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 2

Summary of Essential Elements of Citing/Referee/s Report/Footage

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 3

Essential Elements of Other Evidence (e.g. medical reports)

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 4

Summary of Player’s Evidence

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 5

Findings of Fact

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 6

SANCTIONING PROCESS

Decision

Breach admitted Proven Not Proven Other Disposal (please state below)

Forename(s)
Plea

Assessment of Seriousness

Assessment of intent - Ref 19.11.8

PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOX 19.11.8(a) Intentional/deliberate 19.11.8(b) Reckless

Reasons for finding as to intent:

Gravity of player’s actions - Reg 19.11.8(c)



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 7

Nature of actions - Reg 19.11.8(d)

Existence of provocation - Reg 19.11.8(e)

Whether player retaliated - Reg 19.11.8(f)

Self-defence - Reg 19.11.8(g)

Effect on victim - Reg 19.11.8(h)

Effect on match - Reg 19.11.8(i)

Vulnerability of victim - Reg 19.11.8(j)

Level of participation/premeditation - Reg 19.11.8(k)



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 8

Conduct completed/attempted - Reg 19.11.8(l)

Other features of player’s conduct - Reg 19.11.8(m)

Assessment of Seriousness Continued

Entry point

Low-end                        Weeks Mid-range                        Weeks Top-end*                        Weeks

*If Top End, the JO or Panel should identify, if apropriate, an entry point between the Top End 
and the maximum sanction and provide the reasons for selecting this entry point, below.

In making this assessment, the JO/committee should be consider RFU Regulation 19

Reasons for selecting entry point:

Forename(s)
Plea

Additional Relevant Off-Field Aggravating Factors - Reg 19.11.10

Player’s status as an offender of the laws of the game - Reg 19.11.10 (a)

Need for deterrent to combat a pattern of offending - Reg 19.11.10(b)



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 9

Number of additional weeks:

Relevant Off-Field Mitgating Factors

Acknowledgement of guilt and timing - 
Reg 19.11.11(a)

Player’s disciplinary record/good character - 
Reg 19.11.11(b)

Forename(s) Plea

Youth and inexperience of player - Reg 19.11.11(c) Conduct prior to and at hearing - Reg 19.11.11(d)

Remorse and timing of Remorse - Reg 19.11.11(e) Other off-field mitigation - Reg 19.11.11(f)

Number of weeks deducted:

Summary of reason for number of weeks deducted:

Forename(s)
Plea

Any other off-field aggravating factor that the disciplinary panel considers relevant and appropriate - 
Reg 19.11.10 (c)



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 10

Sanction

NOTE: PLAYER ORDERED OFF ARE PROVISIONALLY SUSPENDED PENDING THE HEARING 
OF THEIR CASE, SUCH SUSPENSION SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION WHEN 

SANCTIONING

Total sanction Sending off sufficient

Sanction commences

Sanctions concludes

Free to play

Final date to lodge appeal

Costs (please refer to Reg 
19, Appendix 3 for full 
cost details)

Signature 
(JO or Chairman) Date

NOTE: YOU HAVE THE RIGHT OF APPEAL AGAINST THIS DECISION AS SET OUT 
IN REGULATION 19.12 OF THE DISCIPLINARY REGULATIONS. YOUR ATTENTION IS 

SPECIFICALLY DRAWN TO THE TIME LIMIT AND DIRECTIONS/REQUIREMENTS 
RELATING TO AN APPEAL SET OUT IN REGULATION 19.12.9

ANY PERSON SUSPENDED UNDER THESE REGULATIONS IS REMINDED THAT UNDER RFU 
REGULATION 19.11.16 THE SUSPENDED PERSON MAY NOT PLAY THE GAME (OR ANY 

FORM THEREOF) OR BE INVOLVED IN ANY ON-FIELD MATCH DAY ACTIVITIES 
ANYWHERE WHICH INCLUDES (BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO) ACTING AS WATER CARRIER/

RUNNING ON A TEE ETC

Games for meaningful sanctions:

Forename(s)
Plea


	Hearing venue Panel Member 1 Panel Secretary Appearance Club�: Video hearing
	Reasons for finding as to intent�: The Player was commited to dynamic fast moving play and had plainly not intended the outcome that had resulted. 
	Gravity of players actions  Reg 19118c�: Whilst the Panel did not find the Player to have been grossly reckless, he had failed in his responsibility to ensure the safety of U14 and had placed him in a position of no small amount of danger.
	Sending off sufficient: 
	Date�: 09/09/21
	Match�: Ulster Rugby
	Vs�: Saracens
	Clubs Level�: N/A
	Date of Match�: 03/09/21
	Competition�: Friendly
	Match Venue�: Kingspan Stadium
	Players Surname�: Van Zyl 
	Date of Birth�: 30/06/95
	Forename(s)�: Ivan
	Plea Admitted�: Yes
	Plea Not Admitted: Off
	Club name�: Saracens
	Type of Offence�: Red card
	Law 9 Offence�: 9.17 - Tackling a player in the air
	Sanction�: 4 week suspension. 
	RFU ID No�: N/A
	Hearing Date�: 09/09/21
	Panel Member 1�: Becky Essex
	Chairmen/SJO�: Jeremy Summers
	Panel Member 2�: Tony Wheat
	Panel Secretary�: Rebecca Morgan
	Appearance Player Yes�: Yes
	Appearance Player No: Off
	Appearance Club Yes�: Yes
	Appearance Club No: Off
	Players Representatives�: Ben Cineros, Solicitor, Morgan Sports LawTom Seamer, Counsel, Morgan Sports LawWarwick Lang, Team Manager, SaracensMark McCall, Director of Rugby, Saracens
	Other attendees�: Angus Hetherington, RFU
	List of documents/materials provided to player in advance of hearingRow1�: Charge SheetReferee's ReportRFU Regulation 19, Appendix 2Medical evidence from Ulster RugbyWritten submissions from the RFU dated 08.09.2021Written submissions from the Player dated 08.09.2021
	Summary of Essential Elements of Citing/Referee/sReport/Footage�: The Referee's Report recorded:"No 21 Saracens chased a high kick, he arrived late and tackled the player in the air. It was deemed dangerous resulting in a red card."The incident occurred in the 50th minute (second half) of the match, with the Referee having had a clear view.The match footage was viewed with 5 angles being considered as follows:Video 1 - 17 seconds (view from behind Saracens’ posts)Video 2 - 17 seconds (view of Saracens playing left to right)Video 3 - 17 seconds (view of Saracens playing right to left)Video 4 - 9 seconds (view from behind Ulster’s posts)Video 5 - 1m 54 seconds (original RFU video) The Panel was greatly assisted by the provision of detailed written submissions on behalf of the RFU and the Player. In summary, the position of the RFU was that whilst the offending was not grossly negligent, it was sufficiently serious to warrant a mid range entry point. In support of that submission the RFU pointed to the fact that the Player had a responsibility to U14 but had only checked the space ahead of him twice and some distance away from the catching point. U14 had entered the catching point at speed. The Player had not attempted to contest the catch and at no point was he in a realistic position to contest the catch. The vulnerability of U14 was also relevant in determining entry point.In contrast, on behalf of the Player it was submitted that the offending should be assessed as being at the low end of the scale of seriousness. In support of that submission, it was urged that the Player had intended to regather the ball but had made a simple mistake in a fast moving situation. He had also mistakenly believed that U21 was going to compete for the ball and had not seen U14 until it was too late, his view having been obstructed by the actions of both U21 and U18. The vulnerability of the Player was not such as should take the offending into a mid range entry point and, in support of the Player's position generally, passing reference was made to previous RFU decisions in Liebenberg, Muir and Collins, although it was accepted that previous cases, each being fact specific, are of limited value in themselves.
	Essential Elements of Other Evidence (e: 
	g: 
	 medical reports)�: Medical evidence from Ulster Rugby confirmed that U14 had not been injured as a result of the incident


	Summary of Players Evidence�: The Player gave evidence and was a candid and credible witness. He said that he had been chasing to regather the kick and had looked up to track the ball. He saw U18 to his left and had swerved to his right to avoid him. U21 then came across his view and he had thought that he was going to compete for the ball. He had not seen U14 until the last moment by which point it had been too late to react. He had immediately gone over to U14 to check on his well being and had apologised to him at that time.
	Findings of Fact�: This is the reasoned decision of the Panel. Each member contributed to it and it represents our unanimous conclusions. Given the pressure of time, it is necessarily a summary. It is reached after appropriate consideration of all the evidence, submissions and the other material placed before us. Nothing is to be read into the absence of specific reference to any aspect of the material or submissions before us. We considered and gave appropriate weight to it all. The Panel made the following findings:1. The Player was chasing a high up and under coming from the left hand side running at pace towards the middle of the pitch.2. He looked up twice to check the flight of the ball, but there was then in the region of a further two seconds during which he ran straight without looking up again before colliding with U14 almost immediately  after U14 had caught the ball at the peak of his jump.3. The Player was slightly obstructed by the actions of U18 and then U21.4. Whilst the Panel did not reject outright the Player's case that he had not seen U14 until the final moment, in the Panel's view, had he not discharged his responsibility to ensure the safety of an opponent. Had he continued to scan upwards as opposed to looking straight ahead, there had been ample opportunity to have seen U14 coming in and attacking the high ball.5. Further, given the fact that the ball was kicked from close to the Saracens 10m line and was caught close to the Ulster 10m line, in the view of the Panel, the Player should have reasonably expected that a defender would have ordinarily been expected to have attacked the high ball from the back field, with a view to launching a positive counter attack. In contrast, U21 came from a lateral position and so was limited in his ability to have launched an effective counter attack.6. As accepted on behalf of the Player in his written submissions, he was not in a realistic position to gather the ball.7. The Player's failure to have seen U14 and/or to have reasonably anticipated that an opponent would attack the high ball into the space where he was running was in the view of the Panel a degree of recklessness that exceeded the low level of fault submitted on behalf of the Player, and his case in this respect was accordingly rejected. 8. There was no injury sustained by U14.9. As required by Regulation 19, vulnerability fell to be assessed when determining entry point. U14 having been in mid air and at the peak of his jump when he was hit by the Player, was clearly in a vulnerable position. 
	Breach Admitted�: Yes
	Proven: Off
	Not Proven: Off
	Other Disposal: Off
	Decision: 
	Intentional/deliberate: Off
	Reckless�: Yes
	Nature of actions  Reg 19118d�: As described above.
	Existence of provocation  Reg 19118e�: Not relevant.
	Whether player retaliated  Reg 19118f�: Not relevant.
	Selfdefence  Reg 19118g�: Not relevant.
	Effect on victim  Reg 19118h�: None.
	Effect on match  Reg 19118i�: None.
	Vulnerability of victim  Reg 19118j�: U14 had legitimately contested for the high ball and was placed in a highly vulnerable position by the actions of the Player.
	Level of participationpremeditation  Reg 19118k�: No premeditation involved.
	Conduct completedattempted  Reg 19118l�: Completed.
	Other features of players conduct  Reg 19118m�: None
	Low End Entry Point: Off
	Low-end Weeks: 
	Mid-Range Entry Point�: Yes
	Mid-range Weeks�: 8
	Top End Entry Point: Off
	Top-End Weeks: 
	Reasons for selecting entry point�: As detailed above in its findings of fact, the Panel concluded that the circumstances of the offending were such that the degree of recklessness present could not be viewed as being at a low level.
	Players status as an offender of the laws of the game�: Not relevant.
	Need for deterrent to combat a pattern of offending�: None.
	Any other off-field aggravating factor that the disciplinary panel considers relevant and appropriate�: None.
	Acknowledgement of guilt and timing�: Immediate and full.
	Players disciplinary record/good character�: Previously unblemished record.
	Youth and inexperience of player�: Not relevant
	Conduct prior to and at hearing�: Entirely befitting a player of his status.
	Remorse and timing of Remorse�: Present, immediate and genuine.
	Other offfield mitigation�: None.
	Summary of reason for number of weeks deducted�: The Panel had no hesitation in finding that the Player merited the award of the maximum 50% discount possible to reflect the mitigating factors available to him as recorded above.
	Games for meaningful sanctions�: 9 September 2021 - Ulster - Friendly 17 September 2021 - Bristol Bears  - Gallagher Premiership 24 September 2021 - Ealing Trailfinders - Friendly (non-league weekend)2 October 2021 - Leicester Tigers - Gallagher Premiership 
	Total sanction�: 4 weeks
	Sanction commences�: 03/09/21
	Sanction concludes�: 04/10/21
	Free to Play�: 05/10/21
	Final date to lodge appeal�: 10/09/21
	Costs�: £500
	Number of Additional Weeks�: 0
	Number of Weeks Deducted�: 4
	Signature�: J Summers


